COMPANY PROFILE

Siltronic is one of the world’s leading manufacturers of hyperpure silicon wafers and a partner to many leading semiconductor companies. The company has a network of state-of-the-art production sites in Europe, Asia and the USA. Siltronic develops and manufactures silicon wafers in diameters of up to 300 mm. Silicon wafers are the basis of the modern microelectronics and nanoelectronics. They are key components of e.g. computers, smartphones, flat screens, navigation systems, control systems for the automotive industry and many other applications.

SHARE CHART

SHAREHOLDER STRUCTURE

MANAGEMENT BOARD

Dr. Christoph von Plotho, CEO
Rainer Irle, CFO

SUPERVISORY BOARD

Dr. Tobias Ohler (Chairman)
Prof. Dr. Gabrijela Dreo Rodosek
Dr. Hermann Gerlinger
Bernd Jonas
Mandy Breyer (Employee representative)
Gebhard Fraunhofer (Employee representative)
Markus Hautmann (Employee representative)

STOCK FUNDAMENTALS

ISIN DE000WAF3001
WKN WAF300
Share type Ordinary
Bloomberg Code WAF@GR
Reuters Code WAFGn.DE
Ticker WAF
Branch Semiconductor Industry
Index MDAX, TecDAX
Segment Prime Standard
Last Dividend EUR 3.00 (2019)
No. of shares 30,000,000
Market Cap EUR 4.32 bn
52 week high 147.35 EUR
52 week low 46.56 EUR
Stock exchanges Frankfurt Stock Exchange

FINANCIAL CALENDAR

Mar 09, 2021 Publication annual financial report
Mar 09, 2021 Analysts’ Conference
Apr 29, 2021 Annual General Meeting
May 07, 2021 Publication quarterly statement (call-date Q1)
Jul 28, 2021 Publication half-yearly financial report
Oct 26, 2021 Publication quarterly statement (call-date Q3)

Siltronic AG
Einsteinstraße 172,
Tower B / Blue Tower
81677 München
Deutschland

Contact Investor Relations
Petra Müller
Corporate Vice President
Head of Investor Relations & Communications
Phone: +49 89 8564 3133
E-mail: investor.relations@siltronic.com